IC 150C
INTERMITTENT CARTONING MACHINE

IC 150C is the en
enhanced
nhanced version of IC 150 with higher speeds.
tinuous R&D at IMA-PG has led to development of this model
Continuous
withh 20% higher speed than IC 150.
The IC 150C can be used for the cartoning of pharmaceutical, Chemical,
metic and food products.
cosmetic
The pre glued cartons are loaded into a magazine which is easily
essible to the operator, and then picked up and positively opened
accessible
by means of a suction cup working in phase with the conveyor system.
The cartoner can handle straight or reverse tuck in cartons
cartons, or cartons
with hot melt glued ﬂaps.
The compact design of IC 150C allows easy operator access to all
controls and makes it suitable for installation in space restricted areas.
The size parts and relevant settings are such as to permit the operator
to quickly and safely perform size change-over.

The IC 150C can be ﬁtted with a wide range of feeding units which
automatically separate and orient the product before it is carefully
introduced into the previously opened and erected carton. The PLC
automatically controls and manages all packaging steps any malfunction
indicated on the display.
Additional accessories like Pharma Bar Code Reader, Online Leaﬂet
Folding Unit, Leaﬂet Presence Control, Inkjet Printer, etc can be attached,
as per request.
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IC 150C TECHNICAL DATA

MACHINE CAPABILITIES

1210

1860

• Bottles: Rotary turn table for bottles,
transfer conveyor with contrast guide
for bottle orientation from vertical to
horizontal & bottle pushing mechanism.
Alternate feeding system: Rotary turn table
for bottles, transfer conveyor with contrast
guide for bottle orientation from vertical to
horizontal and bottle shuttle mechanism
• Trays: Tray transfer conveyor with pushing
mechanism

1785

• Tubes: Tube transfer conveyor with tube
orientation, singling mechanism, pick &
place mechanism

2510

CARTON DIMENSIONS
OPTIONAL
Width (A)

Min. 28-92 max.

Height (B)

Min. 12*-60 max.

85

Lenght (C/H)

Min. 55-190 max.

150

140 max.

160

A+B

* CONDITIONS APPLY Based on the carton width, carton length and product thickness.

IMAPG India Private Limited
Corporate Oﬃce & Factory: Plot No. R-677, MIDC, T.T.C Indl. Area,
Thane Belapur Road, Rabale, Navi Mumbai 400 701, India
Tel. +91 22 67179000 - Fax +91 22 27600888
sales@imapg.com - www.imapg.com - www.ima.it - www.ima-pharma.com

Machine weight
1200 Kgs
Production output
Up to 120 cycles/min.
CE Certiﬁed

IMA-PG India Private Limited reserves the right to make any changes to the described machine characteristics.
Pictures shown on the catalogue is for illustration purpose.

• Blister: Automatic blister infeed adjustable
magazine

